1st January 2018
ADDENDUM
ISO LESO BRONZE OPTION
Each beneficiary is entitled the following benefit over a 24-month cycle from the last date of service:
EITHER
one consultation, and one pair of single vision lenses and a spectacle frame;
OR
one consultation, and one pair of flat top bifocal lenses and a spectacle frame
OR
one consultation, and one pair of multifocal lenses and a spectacle frame.
Payment for materials will be declined under the following circumstances:


Where no script is indicated.



Where no ICD 10 codes are indicated.



Where the script is less than 0.50 D sphere or 0.50 D cylinder (with no sphere) in both eyes in the case of spectacles.



Where the script is less than 0.75 D sphere in both eyes in the case of contact lenses.



Where the codes & pricing are not in compliance with the matrix.



Invoices that do not comply with VAT legislation requirements.



Where the claim is older than 4 months from the date of service.

NOTES
1.

Each beneficiary is entitled to one claim during a two-year period from the last date of service.

2.

The optometric benefits include a comprehensive vision examination and shall cover all visits by the beneficiary to the
original provider for spectacle care during the benefit period.

3.

Iso Leso will pay the provider directly, subject to the above benefit structure and the benefits available. Any
outstanding balance for lens enhancements must be paid by the member directly to the provider.

4.

The tariff is the maximum limit for the Bronze Option benefit structure.

5.

Please use codes as on the grid on all invoices.

6.

Codes 93200, 93300 and 93400 includes the consultation.

7.

Should the participating patient choose a frame from outside the Bronze Vision Option a discount of R150.00 shall
apply to the frame dispensed. The balance shall be payable by the participating patient to the provider.

8.

Spectacle lens prescriptions must be included in both paper and electronic claims. Please contact your software
provider for assistance in this regard.

9.

Tariffs on the matrix are net – no further discount applies.

10. All tariffs include VAT, please indicate your VAT registration number on all invoices.
11. There shall be no differentiation between glass and plastic lenses or low and high powers.
12. Please indicate ICD 10 codes on all claims.
13. Claims older than 4 months from date of service will not be considered for payment.
14. Mobile Practice claims will only be paid if confirmation of mobile registration by the HPCSA is supplied.
15. Where the member does not clinically require spectacles the practitioner who conducted the vision examination shall
be entitled to a consultation fee of R520.00 subject to available benefits (R400.00 payable to non-Iso Leso members).
Please submit all claims in the correct format within the 4-month submission period. Claims older than four months
will be rejected due to their stale claim status.
For any queries please contact the Iso Leso office on 011 340

9200.

